
Call today to discuss transforming your workspace!
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Pod Seating - Quiet Pods - Storage - Task & Soft Seating - Teachers Wall - Work Stations 



What makes for an
AGILE Workspace?

What do we do
@ AGILE-Xtra?

 the different ways people work.  By creating 

freedom and flexibility with-in the

workspace encourages, productivity,

creativity and space-efficiency!

‘cold & lonely’ office... Agile design allows for .

As opposed to the old cluttered workstation,

We work with your existing environment or new

space to create an Agile working space, that

enhances the way your organisation works,

the way your staff performs, the way your

students learn.

System Walls
- Freestanding & Fixed

Acoustics & Aesthetics
- Wall & Ceiling Treatments

Seating Pods & Quiet Booths

Open Plan Workstations
& Screens
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Open Plan
Open plan areas are essential. It creates a sense of belonging for 
the staff, when working together as a whole.

            Advantages- Offers good communication for project teams ideal 
               for admin workers or anyone performing intensive computer based 
               work. Gives a high density of workers per m2 - very space efficient!
               Disadvantages- can be noisy and distracting for persons 
               preforming focussed work. Little privacy for confidential work or 
               sensitive conversations. 

Breakout
Breakout Areas are multi-purpose spaces.  They can be used for 
informal adhoc meetings, for eating, for relaxing, ideal for 
brain-storming sessions. Provides a more creative setting than a 
traditional enclosed meeting room. Should offer wi-fi and 
charging points.

            Advantages- provides instant-access meeting facilities for project 
               teams, ideally should be close to open plan work area.
               Disadvantages- can be noisy and not ideal meeting spaces if rules
               are not put in place. Little privacy for confidential conversations.

Quiet Zones
Quiet zones are an essential part of Agile Working.  They provide 
areas where any staff or student can get privacy and quiet, to 
preform work that is confidential, or that requires focus and 
concentration. If designed correctly, they can also provide small
confidential meeting spaces.

           Advantages- provide on-demand quiet space for anyone in the               
              team, ideally should be close to open plan work space.
             Disadvantages- are relatively expensive to provide. If rules are 
             not put in place, then can be hijacked by particular team members.

Touchdown
Touchdown areas provide overflow work space to accommodate
staff who may visit the office less frequently.  They are ideal 
for short duration tasks like catching up with emails or doing a quick 
task between meetings.  They are often incorporated with breakout 
areas.

             Advantages- provide flexible work areas to allow for swings in 
                occupancy levels.  Ideally should be close to communal meeting 
                rooms or breakout spaces.
                Disadvantages- are typically smaller than standard work stations 
                and not ideal for periods of sustained work.

Resources
Resources and storage are vital cogs in the  wheel.  They want to 
be close to team work areas but screened to reduce noise intrusion. 
Facilities that need to be allowed for include copiers and printers,
recycling stations, stationery storage and team filing.
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Example of Breakout Area

Example of Open Plan

Example of Quiet Zones

Example of Touchdown Area

Example of Resources Area

5 Essential Elements of an 
AGILE Workspace?



Custom Storage
Walls 

Task Seating
&

Soft Seating

Acoustics
& Aesthetics

- Wall & Ceiling
Treatments

Seating Pods
&

Quiet Booths

Interiors Fitouts

Open Plan Offices
-Workstations

& Screens

What                       has to offer you
toward your complete Agile Workspace!
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Call today to discuss
transforming your

workspace!
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